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Colusa County Launches Updated COVID-19 Dashboard
New Format Features Week-Over-Week Local Data and Vaccination Progress

(COLUSA, CA) October 4, 2021 – Colusa County Health and Human Services has launched an updated COVID-19 (Coronavirus) public dashboard to highlight week-over-week local data, including total cases and active cases, hospitalizations, deaths, case rate, and vaccination progress.

The user-friendly dashboard is updated weekly using locally curated data, which is oftentimes more accurate and current than data posted by other entities.

Colusa County’s COVID-19 dashboard can be accessed here: https://colusacounty.maps.arcgis.com/apps/dashboards/7efdfd97928843eb96755fceed71ca625.

To schedule a vaccination appointment, please call Colusa County Public Health at (530) 458-0399 or contact your health care provider.
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